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Day 1 – 19-Apr-2015, Sunday – Reno







I cut it close getting to the airport Sunday
morning. Apparently if you arrive with
less than 45 minutes to go before your
flight you’re labeled with the ‘L’ word tag,
and your checked bag isn’t guaranteed to
make it on time. I blame it on the Lot D
shuttle driver who kept backing up to pick
up more and more people.
My flight via Denver had a more than
hour layover at DIA. Ordinarily you’re not allowed to disembark from a continuing flight, but since it was over
an hour wait, and since there were only three of us on the plane continuing on to Reno, and since the plane was
only going to be half full when we continued, we were allowed to get off the plane – with the directive to check
with the gate agent so that he would recognize our faces when we got back on. Met up with Roy, and we
corralled John who was found wandering about the airport. Roy passed out some delicious home smoked
almonds for the trip.
Arrived Reno, Sunday 9:30ish. My ‘Late’ tagged bag made it to Reno, and we selected a Hyundai Santa Fe from
the dozen cars (including a 4 door F150) in the Emerald Aisle. The Santa Fe has the wimpiest horn ever, which is
little aid in finding it in a parking lot.
 1st stop – Atlantis and the Sunday Champagne Brunch. We
all qualify for the 10% geezer discount, no ID required. Once again
the Atlantis does not disappoint. Good food and the mimosas go
down pretty easy. It takes John three trips, but he finally scores an
omelet. Soft serve ice cream, cake lollipops, and champagne – it
don’t get much better. At the blackjack table we chit chat with a
California almond grower, with a daughter playing in a volleyball
tournament. -$120
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Little Chris texts to bet the house (Chris Krauss Invitational winnings) on the Reds vs.
the Cardinals and Adam Wainwright.
Checked into the Eldorado, 19th floor. Rooster’s ‘upgraded’ room is not quite
ready, so we dump the bags in our room and head out.
Turning the corner onto 4th St., we hear a clunk and thud and look back to see the
‘Green Notebook’ (which had been left on the roof from earlier) and its contents
strewn all over the street. With the help of the Silver Legacy security guard and
Reno 911, John is able to corral the fluttering paperwork.
We head on out to N. Virginia, through the University of Nevada-Reno, to the
Bonanza Casino, a small but passable casino. -$75



Next we head to the Boomtown Casino in Verdi. John is most curious about ‘Dr.
Phil’ who we met and whose antics kept us entertained last trip. We ask one
dealer what he knows of the Doc. At first Steve seems reluctant to discuss, but
does open up after he realizes that we’re just curious. He says that his name is
Phil – he had to fill out the IRS form once for a big win. Describes him just as we
remember, but doesn’t have any more details on his background. Another
female dealer knows him as well. I disrupt play by spilling my Heineken, almost
forcing a reshuffle of the deck with a high positive count. The dealer deftly
cleans up the spilled beer, while continuing to clutch the deck and continues
play with the good count. I’m determined to walk away ahead from one table
today. +$5
 We hit another casino that we missed last trip –
Diamond’s Casino at the Reno Ramada. A truly skeezy, sleazy
joint that could have been the inspiration for the sordid
characters from Reno 911 – toothless crack whores, drug
dealers, … Blackjack dealers don’t burn any cards and don’t
peek under 10s – so you only lose your original bet with double
downs when the dealer has a blackjack. Make a hasty escape
(feeling like I need a shower) and head back downtown. -$100




Have a tasty burger and brew at the Brews Brothers restaurant at the Eldorado.
Check the score of the Reds and Cardinals, and tragically the Reds have lost 2 to 1.
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Day 2 – 20-Apr-2015, Monday – Tahoe and Minden.



or Czech or ? female dealers from
last time. A truly obnoxious
customer at the cashier window
storms away when the clerk won’t
cash his Western Union cash
advance in someone else’s name.
-$50

Played
Head at
to the
the Eldorado
Cal-Neva for the
Headed
down
Virginia
$4.99 steak and
egg breakfast,
but the ‘Hangover’ on the
menu looks most interesting,
so Rooster and I partake. We
recognize one of the Russian

NEW! The Hangover
The name says it all. A bed of hash browns
topped with a burger patty, 2 eggs
smothered in chili, cheese and diced
onions. No More Hangover!

$5.99





We make our way to N. Tahoe and the Crystal Bay Casino. Our
favorite dealer (with the Bunny Ranch on her resume) isn’t working.
We inquire and find out that her name is Colleen and that she’s still
dealing at the Bay, just not today. We make a
mental note to check out the HBO show for her.
It takes three $100 buy-ins and playing two
hands to make any kind of comeback. Suited
blackjacks – with a $10 bet and a player’s card is
good for a bottle of wine. We all give up our
driver’s licenses for player’s cards. I wind up with three slips good for three bottles and am
able to upgrade to one better bottle of Merlot – with a cork, so we know it’s the good stuff.
I spend the rest of the trip checking gift shops for a corkscrew. -$50
Across the street, the only game at the Tahoe Biltmore is the Super Fun 21. I find
myself forgetting the silly rules – doubling down on any number of cards, surrendering,
etc. It turns out to be neither super nor fun, so we continue on. -$50
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We drive down the California side of the lake, encountering lots of road construction and one-way traffic. Make
a stop at Tahoe City. Inquire about large canvas photographic prints which carry $1500 asking price tags. We
have barbeque at Moe’s Original BBQ at the marina on the lake. A husky strains mightily to get under our table
for some table scraps. Water level looks pretty low.



Stop for the obligatory pictures at Emerald Bay.



On to South Tahoe, we park and play at Harrah’s at a shorty table with 6/5 payout on blackjacks (which I didn’t
realize until after an hour). It’s amazing how many people play the Royal Match side bet – all trip. One
gentleman at first base hits at least seven Royal Matches in a row. +$50
We check out the Hard Rock Casino – newly renovated (formerly the
Horizon) and just recently opened – still has that new casino (carpet)
smell. Except for the music memorabilia, not at all reminiscent of the
Vegas Hard Rock. $0
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We drive on over to Minden and the Carson Valley Inn. We inquire about our favorite CVI dealer – Sandy. Ron
from Ore-gon says he thinks she is working at the Hard Rock Tahoe. The CVI wasn’t flexible enough to allow her
to lay tile on the side (not a euphemism, she has a side job of installing tile). Once again I resort to two hands to
make a comeback. Three times I have to dig to cover double downs. +$85

Day 3 - 21-Apr-2015, Tuesday – Sparks/Reno












We enjoy the capable Eldorado breakfast buffet. On our 2nd return trip to the buffet, our plates and silverware
have been taken away.
We hit the burbs and our favorite Sparks truck stop – the Alamo and single deck blackjack with the best rules in
town. I make note that the Alamo has a buffet – the dealer Kris advises us to avoid it at all cost. The pit boss
with a resemblance to a pit bull gives Rooster the stink eye as his chips start to pile up. John comes up with a
hand signal for ‘W’inners. Several truck drivers come and go. -$110
We check out Baldini’s which just started dealing blackjack this year. Tables are all closed so we have a brew in
the onsite microbrewery – High Sierra Brewing. The bartender says the blackjack tables are only open Wed. thru
Sun.
Head on to John Ascuaga’s Nugget. The dreaded ‘Norma’ is firmly entrenched in dealer lore as the dealer starts
calling 12’s Normas. The equally dreaded ‘Brenda’ is established for
hands of 13. Determined to walk away ahead, I cut the session short and
check out the gift shop and score a corkscrew. To while away some time,
I take refuge in the Keno Parlor, playing my customary 8-29-58 lucky
numbers. I confirm when the cashier asks if I’m playing my birthday. She
says that her son’s birthday is also Aug. 29. I inform her that Michael
Jackson also had that birthday, and that he and I were born on the same
day and year. She has a totally puzzled look and says, huh, he must have
died young – you don’t think of him as being a grandfather. Ouch. +$50
Head home and hit the antique mall on S. Sierra. I was actually able to
find a Comstock and an Indian casino ashtray for the collection.
While it’s still daylight, we walk down to the Sands Regency, which is a
few blocks west of Virginia St. We get more stink eye from the lady pit
boss. +$30
We make our way back to the
.
downtown Nugget for the obligatory
‘Awful Awful’. I make an admission
of an OCD trait of finishing every
item on my plate at the same time. I
find it both impossible and troubling
that I can’t finish the two pounds of
potatoes with my burger. I find
myself scrutinized the rest of the
trip to make sure I finish all foods in
unison – I don’t disappoint.
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We check out the Silver Legacy and play in the shade of the huge mining rig in the center
of the casino. Some research reveals that the Silver Legacy opened in 1995 following the
Las Vegas lead in themed attractions. The casino property was designed around the
fictional narrative of a silver miner named Sam Fairchild. A 180-foot diameter dome
encloses the 120-foot, automated mining rig. One female dealer explains that the last
time she believed a man that told her to “Trust me.”, she wound up becoming a mother
and grandmother at the same time with 22 years difference between the child and
grandchild. +$45



We make it to the Circus Circus which is fairly dead. Our new favorite Reno dealer, Janissa, keeps us entertained
for quite a while. She is quite perceptive – giving John the moniker of ‘Clueless’ after a
short period of play, and provides us with the quote of
the trip – “If you can’t have fun at work, you might as
well stay home and drink.” The Circus Circus is once
again giving away stuffed toys for suited blackjacks. I
score first with a basketball and each of us has something
before Janissa goes on break. She returns shortly to give
us each something to “sleep with that night”. +$10



We head back to the Eldorado for some late night play. I get busted out fairly quickly, John plays for a while
longer and Roy plays into the night with purple tie asshole, a jerk that desperately wants a table to himself. He
gets the table limit raised to $10 to “Keep the $5 trailer trash from sitting down”. Splits 10s; doubles when
dealer shows higher card than he has; says that he makes money no matter what he does. Bought in for $1100;
at one point had two $500 bets out. Asked the dealer why she didn’t like him? Asked Roy how can you have fun
betting $5? Probably the biggest asshole ever encountered at a table. Roy stays at the table just to piss the guy
off so he won’t have the table to himself. -$100

Day 4 – 22-Apr-2015, Wednesday – Carson City/Verdi






Headed to Carson City and the Fandango Casino. Once again have the very good $3.99 filet and eggs breakfast.
Play for a little bit. -$40.
Drive on to the Carson Nugget. The Food Network is playing on the TV and there’s lots of talk of food. Explain
for the umpteenth time that we aren’t golfers. -$120.
Decide to forgo the Gold Dust West, and continue on.
We pass the Bunny Ranch enroute to Virginia City.
First stop is the Bucket of Blood saloon for Bloody
Marys (replete with pickled green beans) as
recommended by Janissa.
We eat lunch at the Firehouse for BBQ. No ribs are to
be found, but the pulled pork is tasty. It’s a little too
cool for patio dining.
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 We stroll the main drag, pausing under a balcony that’s seen its
better days. John is particularly disappointed that the Delta Saloon silver
strike slot machine appears to have been inoperative for quite some time.
We check out the suicide table.
 John buys fudge at Grandma’s Fudge Factory. We all buy tees and
enjoy a brew at the Red Dog Saloon.







On the way back to Reno, a burned out truck has us
stopped on I-580 for an extended period.
When we get back to the Eldorado, we take a short
respite before hitting it again. Before striking out, we
enjoy a Merlot and fudge party in the room. When we
regroup, Rooster has scoped out the inter-connected 2nd
floor
walkways
between
the
Eldorado/Silver
Legacy/Circus Circus. We’re able to walk indoors from the
Eldo to Circus Circus. Who knew?
At the Circus Circus, we play with a vertically challenged
dealer from Arkansas and I finally have a sustained winning streak. +$150
We make the obligatory, over the Truckee River, trip to the Siena. Our route this year was better lighted and
less scary. A dealer that we recognize from last year (and who claims to recognize us) talks us into player’s
cards. The lounge singer, who is emulating Willie Nelson, Tom Jones, and others, has the dealers and pit boss
alternately cringing and crying. His closing song, Delilah, has the pit boss singing just the ‘WHY, WHY, WHY’
refrain. The dealers and pit bosses get to enjoy this show twice nightly for 16
weeks. From the Siena webpage: “The Siena proudly welcomes Pat O'Brien and his
diverse musical stylings. With over 40 years of experience, Pat has delighted and
captivated audiences with his showmanship and impressive abilities. Come see him at
the Siena for a memorable show you won't soon forget! Pat O'Brien's one-man-band
performances are always sure to attract a crowd. In his show, you'll experience hit songs
from all types of genres such as country music, blues, rock and roll, and even Sinatra
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songs, Irish tunes, impressions, and more. His extensive repertoire ensures that music lovers of all types will find
something to enjoy!” We all get a little fuzzy, and John is promised a wheelchair ride back to the Eldo. Another



sustained winning streak. +$150.
Walking back toward downtown, we encounter what could have been a flash mob of teenagers.

Day 5 – 23-Apr-2015, Thursday – Reno








Rooster has an early flight and catches a cab to the airport. Wanting to avoid the ‘Late’ tag, John and I head to
the airport early. We gas up the Hyundai – first attempt is aborted when the pump won’t take either John’s or
my credit card. John isn’t able to check his bag more than 4 hours ahead of time. I think I hear my name being
paged, but can’t track it down.
My flight from Reno to Las Vegas is 35 minutes late taking off, and then we sit for 15 minutes on the tarmac at
McCarran. I arrive at the gate at 1:48 for a scheduled 1:50 takeoff. The door was about to be closed, and my
seat had already been given to a standby passenger on a full airplane. The standby passenger is asked to leave
the plane, and I’m allowed on. As we pass each other on the gangway, I try to avoid eye contact, but the
gentleman is quite pleasant and tells me that my seat is in second row on the right. It’s another 15 minute wait
at the gate – I assumed waiting for my checked bag.
Parting thoughts:
Still haven’t played at the Peppermill – a repeat trip will be required.
Next time maybe do a Tue–Sat trip to play at the casinos only open Wed-Sat (Baldini’s and Carson Station).
The parking lot at the Eldorado was quite a bit busier this year. Tourism picking up or just a blip?
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